
4. évfolyam
2018/2019-es tanév

A versenyző neve: ________________________________________________________

A versenyző iskolája: ________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

Felkészítő tanár: ________________________________________________________

A feladatlap megoldására 60 perc áll rendelkezésedre. Jó munkát!
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TASK 1 ____/5 pts
Look at the pictures. Look at the letters. Write the words. There is one example.

Example 

b  u  s u s b

Questions

1 _ _ _ _

2 _ _ _ _

3 _ _ _ _ _ 

4 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

5 _ _ _ _

2

i k b e 

p s i h

r a i t n 

m r a s i u
b e n

m r a t



TASK 2 ____/6 pts
Look and read. Choose the correct words and write them on the lines. There are three extra words. 
There is one example.

river toothbrush star
toothache

knife

son
milk scissors braces sun

Example: 

We use this to clean our teeth. a toothbrush

Questions:

1  Water running on the ground, which goes into the sea. ____________________

2  A boy who is someone's child. ____________________

3  It is bright and hot. It comes out during the day. ____________________

4  People use this to cut paper.
____________________

5  It is white and we drink it.
____________________

6  We have this when our tooth hurts. ____________________
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TASK 3 ____/ 8 pts

Read the text and choose the best answer. Sam and Kate are talking about shopping.

Example

Sam: Hello, Kate. Are you busy?

Kate: A  Very well.

B  Yes, I do.

C  No, I'm not.

Questions

1

Sam: How about going shopping?

Kate: A  Not too much.

B  That's a great idea.

C  How well done!

2

Sam: I want to buy some drinks for the party.

Kate: A  I can help you choose them.

B  We can make a cake.

C  Not every time.

3

Sam: Do you need to buy anything?

Kate: A  Fortunately the milk.

B  Yes, some paints for my project.

C  With luck, probably.

4

Sam: What do you want to do after the shopping?

Kate: A  I have to go now.

B  I spent all my money.

C  We can have an ice-cream.
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TASK 4 ___/ 10 pts

Read this. Choose a word from the box. Write the correct words in the gaps.

Lizards

Lots of lizards are very small .....animals ...., but some are really big. Many lizards are green, grey 

or yellow. Some like eating (1).......................... and some like eating fruit. A lizard can run on its 

four (2)......................... and it has a long (3).......................... at the end of its body. Many lizards live

in (4).........................., but at the beach, you can find some lizards on the (5).......................... . 

Lizards love sleeping in the sun! 

animals tail

balloon
trees

legs spiders

teacher

sand

https://www.cambridgeenglish.org/Images/young-learners-sample-papers-2018-vol1.pdf
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Horses

Horses are beautiful animals. The one in the picture has four long ....legs.. , two big (6) ................ 

and a long  (7) ............  It has a brown tail on its body too. Lots of (8) ............ enjoy riding horses. 

Some families have a horse for a pet. At the end of the (9) ............, they clean their horse and give it

(10) ............ and water. Horses like eating apples and carrots! 

day people
horseshoes food

legs face
door

eyes

https://www.cambridgeenglish.org/Images/young-learners-sample-papers-2018-vol1.pdf
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TASK 5 ____/ 7 pts

Look at the pictures and read the story. In each line there is ONE extra word we do not need. Write 
the extra word after each line.

https://www.colourbox.com/vector/cute-kids-at-beach-vector-36178535

example Kevin is likes playing on the beach. His sister, Anne always 0 __is__________

1 goes with him. Today as they found a starfish and a crab. In this 1 _____________

2 picture you can see on them next to their sandcastle that they 2 _____________

3 built in together. Anne is wearing a green swimming 3 _____________

4 dress and she is kneeling in the sand, Tom is holding with a 4 _____________

5 bucket full of sand. It must be heavy than. He is really strong. 5 _____________

6 Their cousins,  who Peter and Maggie have just arrived at the 6 _____________

7 beach and  they are greeting them other loudly. The children 7 _____________

will have a wonderful day at the sea. They will play together 
until sunset. 
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TASK 6 ___/ 7 pts

Read the sentences. Find the mistakes. Unerline the mistake. 

Example

Pete are 6 years old.

1 The fox leaves in the forest.

2 Anne could caught the butterfly.

3 Vegetarians never eat some meat.

4 Mary have two goldfish.

5 Who's bag is it?

6 David goed shopping yesterday

7 Sue likes music very good.

This is the end of the test. Have a nice day!
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